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WHY CHOOSE KYOCERA
DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS?
WE’RE DIFFERENT. WE’RE ALWAYS COMMITTED 
TO BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY.

THE RIGHT BUSINESS MODEL

Our hardware range and software solutions are designed to 
increase business efficiency, reduce costs and downtime, 
thereby optimising organisational productivity.

SUPPORT DESIGNED FOR YOU

As one of the leading vendors of Managed Document 
Services, KYOCERA Document Solutions offers 
comprehensive consulting, exceptional service and tailor-
made solutions to support your business - no matter what  
the size.

HUMAN-SCALE SOLUTIONS
Our ability to deploy Managed Document Solutions at a 
regional, local and multi-national scale is among the best in 
the industry.

AWARD-WINNING HARDWARE

KYOCERA Document Solutions products receive ongoing 
awards by independent testing facilities. We pride ourselves in 
delivering only the best products to our customers.

SMART SOFTWARE

Only the best-of-breed print management software portfolio is 
used to add strategic value to our document solutions.

AGILITY

We are one of the most flexible of all Managed Document
Solutions vendors, both in terms of solutions and services. 
We are readily available to consult and deliver tailor-made 
document solutions for your business.

TRUSTED EXPERTISE

We pride ourselves in training and testing our consultants 
regularly so customers receive only the best in industry 
standards through our highly qualified and trusted consultants 
and engineers.

READY TO DEPLOY

KYOCERA Document Solutions eliminates the need to invest 
time, money and valuable resources in designing your business 
document strategies.

EASY ON THE ENVIRONMENT

Our ECOSYS technology is unique to KYOCERA and 
significantly reduces environmental impact.
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WHAT ARE MANAGED
DOCUMENT SERVICES?
MANAGED DOCUMENT SERVICES (MDS) IS THE DESIGN, DEPLOYMENT
AND SERVICING OF A CONTROLLED BUSINESS DOCUMENT ENVIRONMENT.

KYOCERA can help you bring ready-to-deploy MDS to market quickly, giving you 
access to a new high-margin revenue stream with no extra investment in skills.

WHY ADD MDS TO YOUR PORTFOLIO?

 Broaden the scope of your service proposition and plug the
 gap in your current solutions.
 Cut costs and increase business value for your clients without

 investing in new skills.
 Strengthen your business tenders and unlock new revenues

 from existing contracts.

WHY MANAGED DOCUMENT SERVICES?

MDS is a proven business strategy and neatly aligns with some  
of the principal drivers of systems integration that includes:

 Cost reduction and control.
 Process and workflow optimisation.
 Security and risk reduction.
 Environmental sustainability.

THE AIMS OF MDS

At its simplest, Managed Document Services aim to achieve
a reduction in costs.

Many MDS solutions are now broader in scope and optimise
an enterprise’s entire document workflow, both print and
electronic, from input and throughput to security, storage
and retrieval.

In doing so, they give business managers the ability to
precisely control print policies, usage and spend, which creates
strategic benefits across the whole business environment.

MDS CREATES VALUE BEYOND COST REDUCTION

 Simplicity – A single consolidated contract for print 
 hardware, consumables and maintenance.
 Flexibility – Scalable in response to changing print volumes

 and staffing numbers.
 Performance – Optimise internal processes to improve 

 customer service.
 Productivity – Eliminates time lost to inefficient print 

 equipment and document workflows.
 Sustainability – Saves energy, reduces paper use and 

 demonstrates Corporate Social Responsibility.
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POWERFUL,
RELIABLE AND 
ECONOMICAL.
WHETHER ON YOUR DESKTOP OR IN OFFICE 
PRODUCTION – BE IT IN COLOUR OR B/W:

With KYOCERA, you always achieve the best possible print quality and 
keep your output costs under control very easily.

KYOCERA devices and their components have been designed to be 
extremely reliable and highly economical. And since you can complement 
many of them with various options anytime, you can be sure that you 
always have a system fitted to your needs by your side. Whatever you 
need to print, copy, scan or fax – the numerous finishing options for our 
multifunctionals will provide you with a professional result.
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LASER PRINTERS AND 
MULTIFUNCTIONALS

TASKalfa 
MULTIFUNCTIONALS

ECOSYS stands for ECOnomy, ECOlogy and SYStem printing. This concept is unique to
KYOCERA and is based on our ceramics technology expertise. ECOSYS provides reliable
imaging solutions with incredibly durable long-life internal components, highly
economical running costs and produce significantly less waste during their lifetime.

ECOSYS is built with long-life components, especially the drum and developer unit,
which ensures longevity and low printing costs. With toner as the only consumable, and
waste reduced by up to 75%, the ECOSYS range is one of the most efficient and 
costeffective printers in its class. Recycling is also more efficient as KYOCERA’s toner
cartridge comprises only 4 components compared to a conventional toner cartridge
that can have as many as 60 components.

For easy and problem-free network integration, most ECOSYS devices have a common
operating platform with standard controllers and drivers – significantly cutting the IT
workload. Paper handling options are also universal across the respective product line.

Print, copy, scan and fax. TASKalfa multifunctionals offer exceptional productivity
through outstanding speed, powerful controller technology and professional utilities.

For most of the devices, functions are accessible via a large, colour touch panel
with intuitive controls and menu structure. Their long-life components guarantee
exceptional reliability and minimal downtime. Most of the devices can be
complemented with a range of intelligent technical features, as well as paper
handling and finishing options, to improve their operating efficiency even further.

What’s more, KYOCERA’s software development platform HyPAS™, for personalised
business applications, allows you to seamlessly integrate your MFP into your existing
business workflow. Managing your document output has never been easier!
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OFFICE 
PRINTERS

SAY HELLO TO 
YOUR OFFICE’S 
HARDEST WORKER.
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INDIVIDUALS AND SMALL 
WORK GROUPS

A4 & A3 LASER OFFICE PRINTERS

BLACK & WHITE

Get the job done professionally and economically with KYOCERA’s ECOSYS printers: these
personal compact devices are ideal for individual users and small work groups. To lower your
printing costs even further, these printers feature a duplex printing function that can significantly
reduce your paper consumption. Featuring KYOCERA’s long-life technology, these are robust and 
reliable printers you can depend on.

FS-1060DN
 Up to 25 pages per minute in A4
 250-sheet universal cassette and manual feed
 USB and network connectivity as standard
 Automatic duplex print capability
 Very compact size and footprint
 Low-noise printing with Quiet Mode function
 Highly reliable thanks to long-life components
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

FS-1040
 Up to 20 pages per minute in A4
 250-sheet universal cassette
 1,200 dpi quality (1,800 x 600)
 Very compact size and small footprint
 Low-noise printing with Quiet Mode function
 Highly reliable thanks to long-life components
 Exceptionally low printing costs

FS-6970DN
 Up to 35 pages per minute in A4, up to 17 per minute in A3
 Standard duplex unit for double-sided printing
 Up to 6 paper trays for superior flexibility and up to 1,350 sheets
 PowerPC 440 / 600 MHz, 128–1,152 MB RAM, optional hard disk
 USB, parallel and network connectivity as standard
 High security with SSL encryption
 Direct PDF Print from USB Flash memory device
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class
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INDIVIDUALS AND SMALL 
WORK GROUPS

ECOSYS P2035d
 Up to 35 pages per minute in A4
 Standard duplex functionality for double-sided  

 printing
 Max. paper capacity of up to 550 sheets
 PowerPC 405F5 / 360 MHz, up to 544 MB RAM
 Compact design, robust and dependable
 Highly reliable thanks to long-life components
 Exceptionally low printing costs

ECOSYS P2135d
 Up to 35 pages per minute in A4
 Standard duplex functionality for double-sided  

 printing
 Max. paper capacity of up to 800 sheets
 PowerPC 405F5 / 360 MHz, up to 544 MB RAM
 Compact design, robust and dependable
 Highly reliable thanks to long-life components
 Exceptionally low printing costs

ECOSYS P2135dn
 Up to 35 pages per minute in A4
 Standard duplex functionality for double-sided  

 printing
 Max. paper capacity of up to 800 sheets
 PowerPC 405F5 / 360 MHz, up to 544 MB RAM
 Compact design, robust and dependable
 Highly reliable thanks to long-life components
 Exceptionally low printing costs

BLACK & WHITE

A4 & A3 LASER OFFICE PRINTERS
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FLEXIBLE 
WORK GROUPS

A4 LASER OFFICE PRINTERS

The office workhorses, these printers will run and run and run, printing up to  
60 pages per minute and integrate perfectly into any network environment. 
These devices have enhanced security features and flexible paper handling, 
with a maximum capacity of 2,600 sheets.

FS-2100D
 Up to 40 pages per minute in A4 with up to  

 1,200 dpi resolution
 Standard duplex unit for double-sided printing
 100-sheet multi-purpose tray, 500-sheet  

 universal cassette
 5 line LCD display for easy navigation and  

 clear messages
 High capacity of 128 MB RAM as standard  

 for complex documents
 Convenient printing directly from USB Flash  

 memory device
 Powerful options for enhanced functionality  

 and performance
 Optional Gigabit or wireless network   

 functionality
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

FS-2100DN
 Up to 40 pages per minute in A4 with up to  

 1,200 dpi resolution
 Gigabit network functionality as standard
 Standard duplex unit for double-sided   

 printing
 100-sheet multi-purpose tray, 500-sheet  

 universal cassette
 5 line LCD display for easy navigation and  

 clear messages
 256 MB RAM for advanced functionality  

 (Private Print)
 Convenient printing directly from USB Flash  

 memory device
 Optional paper feeders for increased   

 capacity and flexibility
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

FS-4100DN
 Up to 45 pages per minute in A with up to  

 1,200 dpi resolution
 Gigabit network functionality as standard
 Double-sided- and N-up-printing reduces  

 paper consumption
 A6 printing from internal paper cassette
 500-sheet paper output capacity for   

 continuous printing
 Alphanumeric keypad for easy password  

 entering (Private Print)
 Convenient printing directly from USB Flash  

 memory device
 Optional paper feeders for increased   

 capacity and flexibility
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

FS-4200DN
 Up to 50 pages per minute in A4 with up  

 to 1,200 dpi resolution
 Gigabit network functionality as standard
 Lowest power consumption (TEC) in its class  

 (as of October 2012)
 Duplex printing and N-up printing reduces  

 paper consumption
 Up to  6 paper trays for superior flexibility  

 and high capacity
 Alphanumeric keypad for easy password  

 entering (Private Print)
 Advanced document handling with optional  

 SD cards
 Long-life drum and developer lasts for   

 500,000 pages A4 Exceptionally low  
 printing costs in its class

BLACK & WHITE

FS-4300DN
 Up to 60 pages per minute in A4 with up to  

 1,200 dpi resolution
 Gigabit network functionality as standard
 Lowest power consumption (TEC) in its class  

 (as of October 2012)
 Duplex printing and N-up printing reduces  

 paper consumption
 Up to 6 paper trays for superior flexibility  

 and high capacity
 Alphanumeric keypad for easy password  

 entering (Private Print)
 Convenient printing directly from USB Flash  

 memory device
 Data Security Kit E provides high level   

 security for optional HD-
 Long-life drum and developer lasts for   

 500,000 pages A4
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class
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FS-9530DN
 51 pages per minute in A4, 26 pages per minute in A3
 128MB memory standard, upgradeable to 640MB
 Duplex and network connectivity as standard
 100 department codes to track and control printer use
 High volume paper options and versatile finishing features
 Long-life components and easy maintenance

A3 LASER OFFICE PRINTERS

BLACK & WHITE

MEDIUM TO LARGE 
WORK GROUPS
Our A3 black and white printers are the ideal solution for
work groups that require a wide variety of output sizes up
to A3. These fast and compact printers offer an expandable
paper capacity for flexible paper handling. Furthermore, they
are ready to carry you through the heaviest of loads without
slowing down. Fast, efficient and reliable, these printers
also have a highly functional modular design. The paper
and finishing options make it easy to fit the printer to your
department’s precise needs.

FS-9130DN
 40 pages per minute in A4, 23 pages per minute in A3
 64MB memory standard, upgradeable to 576MB
 Duplex and network connectivity as standard
 PDF direct printing from USB Flash Memory devices
 Wide range of paper options
 Long-life components and easy maintenance
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OFFICE 
PRINTERS

WELCOME A NEW 
ERA OF COLOUR 
INTO YOUR OFFICE.
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COLOUR 
OFFICE PRINTERS
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COLOUR

FLEXIBLE 
WORK GROUPS

A4 LASER OFFICE PRINTERS

Highly productive and very economical, the compact ECOSYS colour printers combines speed and excellent colour
quality with intelligent network and security features. This highly efficient combination of features fulfils the demands
of busy offices and work groups of nearly all sizes. To make sure it is a pleasant tool to share a room with, we made it
very compact and quiet. And even though it produces colour prints of astounding clarity in no time, it uses very little
energy – thus treating both the environment and your budget with utter care.

ECOSYS P6021cdn 
 Up to 21 pages per minute in A4 in colour and b/w
 Up to 9,600 dpi printing quality with multibit technology 
 Standard duplex unit for double-sided printing
 Mobile printing support including AirPrint
 Up to 4 paper feeders for flexible media support
 Direct printing from USB flash memory
 Low-noise printing, no noise in sleep mode
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

ECOSYS P6026cdn 
 Up to 26 pages per minute in A4 in colour and b/w
 Up to 9,600 dpi printing quality with multibit technology
 Standard duplex unit for double-sided printing
 500-sheet universal cassette, also for A6 format
 Up to 5 paper feeders for flexible media support
 Mobile printing support including AirPrint
 Low-noise printing, no noise in sleep mode
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

ECOSYS P6030cdn 
 Up to 30 pages per minute in A4 in colour and b/w
 Time to first page 10 seconds (b/w: 8.5 seconds)
 Up to 9,600 dpi printing quality with multibit technology
 Standard duplex unit for double-sided printing
 500-sheet universal cassette, also for A6 format
 Up to 5 paper feeders for a paper volume of up to  

 2,150 sheets
 Mobile printing support including AirPrint
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

ECOSYS P7035cdn 
 Up to 35 pages per minute in A4 in colour and b/w
 Time to first page 10 seconds (b/w: 8.5 seconds)
 Up to 9,600 dpi printing quality with multibit technology
 Standard duplex unit for double-sided printing
 500-sheet universal cassette, also for A6 format
 Up to 5 paper feeders for a paper volume of up to  

 2,150 sheets
 Mobile printing support including AirPrint
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class
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COLOUR

MEDIUM TO LARGE 
WORK GROUPS

A3 LASER OFFICE PRINTERS

A3 colour printers that are designed to offer the
user maximum flexibility with its impressive list of
features and options. Built with KYOCERA’s long-life
technology, its components are extremely durable,
so this device guarantees longevity. This means
less maintenance and down time as well as fewer
replacement parts, saving you both time and money.

FS-C8600DN 
 Up to 30 pages per minute in A4 in colour and b/w
 Time to first page 10 seconds (b/w: 8.5 seconds)
 Up to 9,600 dpi printing quality with multibit technology
 Standard duplex unit for double-sided printing
 500-sheet universal cassette, also for A6 format
 Up to 5 paper feeders for a paper volume of up to 2,150 sheets
 Mobile printing support including AirPrint
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

FS-C8650DN 
 Up to 50/55 pages per minute A4 in colour and b/w 
 Standard duplex unit for double-sided printing up to 50/55 ppm 
 Up to 9,600 dpi printing quality with multi-bit technology 
 High performance controller with 160 GB HDD as standard 
 Unmatched input paper capacity of 1,150 – 7,650 sheets 
 Superior finishing capabilities with up to 4,000 sheets capacity 
 Optional Mailbox for easier selection of documents 
 Long-life drum and developer lasts for 600,000 pages A4 
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
PRINTERS

IF YOU COMPARE OUR PRINTERS 
TO OUR COMPETITORS - THE 
CONTRAST IS OBVIOUS.
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BLACK & WHITE

SMALL
WORK GROUPS

A4 LASER MULTIFUNCTIONAL

These robust all-rounders for smaller offices print 20-25 pages per minute 
in black and white and come with an automatic 40-sheet document 
feeder. The 2-line LCD display makes access to the device’s print, copy, 
scan and fax functionality easy and convenient. KYOCERA’s long-life 
technology and high toner yields reduce costs and ask demand less from 
our environment.

These compact A4 MFPs can increase the productivity of any office. They have print and copy speeds of up to
35 pages per minute and a time to first print of only 7 seconds. Their large-capacity document processor scans
double-sided originals and makes it easy to master large digitisation projects. You can quickly and easily access
all the functionalities needed via the well-structured 5-line LCD display.

FS-1120MFP
 Up to 20 pages per minute in A4

 Print, copy, scan and fax functionality as  
 standard

 40-sheet document processor
 2-line LCD display for clear messages and  

 ease of use
 Very compact size and small footprint
 Highly reliable thanks to long-life 

 components
 Highest toner yield in its class
 Exceptionally low printing costs

FS-1125MFP
 Up to 25 pages per minute in A4

 250-sheet universal cassette
 Print, copy, scan and fax functionality as  

 standard
 Automatic duplex print capability
 USB and network connectivity as standard
 Very compact size and small footprint
 Highly reliable thanks to long-life 

 components
 High toner yield and exceptionally low   

 printing costs

ECOSYS M2530dn
 Up to 30 pages per minute in A4
 Time to first copy: 6.9 seconds
 5-line LCD display for clear messages and  

 ease of use
 Print, copy, scan and fax functionality as  

 standard
 Duplex unit for cost-saving double-sided  

 printing
 50-sheet document processor scans   

 double-sided originals 
 Copy double-sided ID cards on a single   

 sheet of paper with ease
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

ECOSYS M2035dn
 Up to 35 pages per minute in A4
 Time to first copy: 6.9 seconds
 50-sheet document processor scans   

 double-sided originals
 Up to 2 optional paper feeders for up to  

 800 sheets
 High security through SSL, IPsec and   

 Private Print * functionality
 Print from and scan to USB flash drive
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

 * Requires additional memory.

ECOSYS M2535dn
 Up to 35 pages per minute in A4
 Time to first copy: 6.9 seconds
 Double-sided print, copy, scan and fax   

 functionality as standard
 50-sheet document processor scans   

 double-sided originals
 Up to 2 optional paper feeders for up to  

 800 sheets
 High security through SSL, IPsec and   

 Private Print * functionality
 Print from and scan to USB flash drive
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

 * Requires additional memory.
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ECOSYS M3540iDN
 Up to 40 pages per minute in A4
  Double-sided print, copy, fax and colour  

 scan functionality
  75-sheet reversing document processor

 supporting A6 originals
 Mobile printing support including AirPrint
 7-inch full-colour touch panel with home  

 screen provides ease of use
 HyPAS™ solution platform enables   

 powerful customisations
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

ECOSYS M3550iDN
 Up to 50 pages per minute in A4
 Double-sided print, copy, fax and colour scan 

 functionality
 Mobile printing support including AirPrint
 7-inch full-colour touch panel with home screen   

 provides ease of use
 HyPAS™ solution platform enables powerful   

 customisations
 Long-life drum and developer last for 500,000 A4 pages
 Low power consumption (TEC) and low-noise mode
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

ECOSYS M3560iDN
 Up to 60 pages per minute in A4
 Double-sided print, copy, fax and colour scan  

 functionality
 Mobile printing support including AirPrint
 7-inch full-colour touch panel with home  

 screen provides ease of use
 HyPAS™ solution platform enables powerful  

 customisations
 Long-life drum and developer last for 500,000  

 A4 pages
 Low power consumption (TEC) and low-noise  

 mode
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

ECOSYS M3540DN
 Up to 40 pages per minute in A4  
 Double-sided print, copy, fax and colour  

 scan functionality
 75-sheet reversing document processor  

 supporting A6 originals
 Mobile printing support including AirPrint
 Up to 6 input trays for various media types
 Low power consumption (TEC) and  

 low-noise mode
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

BLACK & WHITE

MEDIUM TO LARGE
WORK GROUPS

A4 LASER MULTIFUNCTIONAL

These powerful MFPs with speeds of up to 60 pages per minute are designed to handle even the largest 
print runs. They can be complemented with additional paper cassettes holding up to 2,600 pages in 
total and can easily be integrated into your existing business workflows thanks to the integrated open 
solution platform HyPAS™. The long-life components guarantee the reliability and productivity you 
expect from a genuine KYOCERA device; you will certainly also appreciate their low printing costs and low 
environmental impact.
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SMALL
WORK GROUPS

A3 LASER MULTIFUNCTIONAL

KYOCERA’s entry level A3 black and white device now come standard with colour scanning, 
which ensures flawless digitisation of colour documents. Each model is equipped with print 
box feature, a unique application provided within the range of printers to ensure document 
security and confidentiality. 

TASKALFA 1800
 Up to 18-22 pages per minute in A4 and  

 8-10 pages in A3
 Standard print and colour scan functionality
 ID card copy function
 600 dpi laser technology with 256-greyscale  

 copying for crisp text and realistic photos
 Optional duplex unit for cost-saving double- 

 sided printing
 Optional 50-sheet reversing document   

 processor
 Standard paper capacity of 400 sheets   

 (expandable to 1,300 sheets)
 Long-life components for exceptional   

 efficiency and reliability

TASKALFA 2200
 Up to 18-22 pages per minute in A4 and  

 8-10 pages in A3
 Standard print and colour scan functionality
 ID card copy function
 600 dpi laser technology with 256-greyscale  

 copying for crisp text and realistic photos
 Optional duplex unit for cost-saving double- 

 sided printing
 Optional 50-sheet reversing document   

 processor
 Standard paper capacity of 400 sheets   

 (expandable to 1,300 sheets)
 Long-life components for exceptional   

 efficiency and reliability

TASKALFA 1801
 Up to 18-22 pages per minute in A4 and  

 8-10 pages in A3 
 Standard print and colour scan functionality
 600 dpi laser technology with 256-greyscale  

 copying for crisp text and realistic photos
 Optional network interface and fax   

 functionality
 Standard paper capacity of sheets 

 (expandable to 1,300 sheets)
 Long-life components for exceptional   

 efficiency and reliability

TASKALFA 2201
 Up to 18-22 pages per minute in A4 and  

 8-10 pages in A3
 Standard print and colour scan functionality
 600-dpi laser technology with 256-greyscale  

 copying for crisp text and realistic photos
 Optional network interface and fax   

 functionality
 Standard paper capacity of sheets  

 (expandable to 1,300 sheets)
 Long-life components for exceptional 

 effeciency and reliability

BLACK & WHITE
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SMALL TO MEDIUM 
WORK GROUPS
These MFPs offer all the benefits of a professional document
management solution for work groups and small offices.
Advanced functionality, easy to operate, and a range of
paper-handling options, all in a well-designed compact
package. Cost-efficient and eco-friendly offices will
appreciate KYOCERA’s unique ECOSYS technology which
increases operating life, reduces environmental impact, cuts
printing costs and ensures reliability.

FS-6525MFP
 Up to 25-12 pages per minute in A4/A3
 Time to first copy: 7.8 seconds or less
 Professional print, copy, colour scan and fax functionality
 Paper capacity up to 1,600 sheets and a range of paper-handling options
 Easy to install and operate
 Easy to use full colour touch panel with wizard-style navigation
 Low noise emissions, 0.9W low power in sleep-mode
 Compact, 360° all-round stylish design to match any office
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability
 HyPAS™ solution platform enables powerful customisations

FS-6530MFP
 Up to 30-15 pages per minute in A4/A3
 Time to first copy: 7.8 seconds or less
 Professional print, copy, colour scan and fax functionality
 Paper capacity up to 1,600 sheets and a range of paper-handling options
 Easy to install and operate
 Easy to use colour touch panal with wizard-style navigation
 Low noise emissions, 0.9W low power in sleep-mode
 Compact, 360° all-round stylish design to match any office
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability
 HyPAS™ solution platform enables powerful customisation

A3 LASER MULTIFUNCTIONAL

BLACK & WHITE
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TASKalfa 3501i
 Up to 35 pages per minute A4  in b/w
 2 GB RAM, storage capacity of 160 GB HDD
 Standard network printing and colour scanning
 Expandable fax functions of dual fax, network fax, and internet fax
 Optional scan to searchable PDF solution (OCR)
 Individual paper-handling options including booklet and tri-folding
 Comprehensive security functions including optional IC Card Reader
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability

BLACK & WHITE

SMALL TO MEDIUM 
WORK GROUPS

MEDIUM TO LARGE 
WORK GROUPS

TASKalfa 3010i
 Up to 30 A4 pages per minute in b/w
 2 GB RAM + 160 GB HDD memory and storage
 Standard network and mobile printing as well as colour scanning
 Optional expandable fax functions: dual fax, network fax and Internet fax
 Optional one-path duplex and reversing document processor
 Individual paper handling options including stapling and punching
 Comprehensive security functions including IC card reader
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability

A3 LASER MULTIFUNCTIONAL

KYOCERA is renowned for highly reliable and easy to use A3 black and white MFPs; this is
exactly what every office needs. It comes with a large colour touch-panel giving easy access
to all copying, printing, colour scanning and optional faxing functions. Also with a wide
range of paper-handling and finishing options, these multifunctional devices are ideally
suited to life in a busy office.

TASKalfa 3510i 
 Up to 35 A4 pages per minute in b/w
 2 GB RAM + 160 GB HDD memory and storage
 Standard network and mobile printing as well as colour scanning
 Optional expandable fax functions: dual fax, network fax and Internet fax
 Optional one-path duplex and reversing document processor
 Individual paper handling options including stapling and punching
 Comprehensive security functions including IC card reader
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability
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BLACK & WHITE

TASKalfa 4501i 
 Up to 45 pages per minute A4 in b/w 
 2 GB RAM, storage capacity of 160 GB HDD
 Standard network printing and colour scanning
 Expandable fax functions of dual fax, network fax, and internet fax
 Optional scan to searchable PDF solution (OCR)
 Individual paper-handling options including booklet and tri-folding
 Comprehensive security functions including optional IC Card Reader
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability

TASKalfa 5501i 
 Up to 55 pages per minute A4 in b/w
 2 GB RAM, storage capacity of  160 GB HDD
 Standard network printing and colour scanning
 Expandable fax functions of dual fax, network fax, and internet fax
 Optional scan to searchable PDF solution (OCR)
 Individual paper-handling options including booklet and tri-folding
 Comprehensive security functions including optional IC Card Reader
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability
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BLACK & WHITE

LARGE
WORK GROUPS

A3 LASER MULTIFUNCTIONAL

These days, office and business life is characterised
by a dynamic and demanding work environment that
absolutely has to be as efficient and productive as
possible. The TASKalfa 6501i and 8001i MFPs have
been designed for large departments or work groups
that require high-volume output, demand exceptional
reliability and insist on high productivity.

TASKalfa 6501i
 Up to 65 A4 pages per minute in b/w
 Standard 3 GB RAM and 320 GB or more HDD storage capacity
 Standard network and mobile printing as well as colour scanning
 Optional expandable fax functions: dual fax, network fax and Internet fax
 Individual paper handling options including booklet and tri-folding
 Wide range of media up to 300 g/m2 and banner printing
 Comprehensive security functions including IC card reader
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability

TASKALFA 8001i
 Up to 80 A4 pages per minute in b/w
 Standard 3 GB RAM and 320 GB or more HDD storage capacity
 Standard network and mobile printing as well as colour scanning
 Optional expandable fax functions: dual fax, network fax and Internet fax
 Individual paper handling options including booklet and tri-folding
 Wide range of media up to 300 g/m2 and banner printing
 Comprehensive security functions including IC card reader
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability
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WHEN YOU’RE 
LOOKING FOR THE 
BEST, YOUR ANSWER IS 
IN BLACK AND WHITE.
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
PRINTERS

YOUR FUTURE BUSINESS
JUST GOT BRIGHTER.
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SMALL AND MEDIUM
WORK GROUPS

ECOSYS M6526cdn
 Up to 26 pages per minute in A4 in colour and b/w
 Up to 9,600 dpi printing quality with multi-bit technology
 Time to first copy: 10 / 12 seconds in b/w and colour
 Double-sided print, copy, scan and fax functionality as standard
 High security through SSL, IPsec and Private Print functionality
 Low power consumption with white LED for scan/copy
 Optional support of various card authentication systems
 Compact design with little noise
 Exceptionally low printing costs in its class

TASKALFA 266ci
 Up to 26 pages per minute in A4 in colour and b/w
 Time to first copy: 10 / 12 seconds in b/w and colour
 Colour touch panel provides great ease of use
 High security through SSL, IPsec and Private Print functionality
 HyPAS solution platform enables powerful customisations
 Mobile printing support including AirPrint
 Compact design with little noise
  Long-life components for exceptional efficiency and reliability

Our high-quality compact A4 colour MFPs are the perfect
partner for small- and medium-sized work groups who need
professional quality colour and black and white documents and
demand a high degree of reliability. Document workflows can be
easily optimised with dedicated program keys. In addition, the
TASKalfa 266ci offers KYOCERA’s open software development
platform HyPAS™, which allows for customisations on the
device to meet the exact needs of your business. The exceptional
durability of KYOCERA’s long-life components minimalises down
time, costs and its environmental impact. 

A3 LASER MULTIFUNCTIONAL

COLOUR
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SMALL TO MEDIUM 
WORK GROUPS

A3 LASER MULTIFUNCTIONAL

These ECOSYS colour devices suit all of your output
requirements. They offer highly advanced functionality that is
easily accessed by a full colour touch-panel using a simple
wizard-style navigation. No matter if you print, copy, scan or
fax in A4 or A3, colour or b/w, this compact device offers a
range of paper handling options that will perfectly fit to your
individual document management requirements.

FS-C8520MFP
 Up to 20 pages per minute in A4, and up to 10 pages in A3, in colour and b/w
 Minimum installation and operation requirements 
 Full colour touch-panel with wizard-style navigation provides ease of use
 Low power consumption saves energy
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability 
 HyPAS™ solution platform enables powerful customisation

FS-C8525MFP
 Up to 25 pages per minute in A4, and up to 13 pages in A3, in colour and b/w
 Minimum installation and operation requirements 
 Full colour touch-panel with wizard-style navigation provides ease of use
 Low power consumption saves energy
 Long-life components provide unprecedented efficiency and reliability 
 HyPAS™ solution platform enables powerful customisation

COLOUR
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COLOUR

MEDIUM TO LARGE
WORK GROUPS
If you need high-quality colour output in A4/A3 with a high degree of flexibility for your office, you need the TASKalfa
A3 colour devices. The advanced KYOCERA technology delivers reliable document management, regardless of
whether it’s printing, copying or scanning. Thanks to our optional custom software applications and paper handling
solutions, you can tailor the TASKalfa to your needs very easily, no matter how your business workflow is organised.

A3 LASER MULTIFUNCTIONAL

TASKALFA 2551ci
 Up to 25 A4 pages per minute in colour
 Standard 3.5 GB RAM + 160 GB HDD for   

 memory and storage
 Standard network printing and colour   

 scanning
 Optional fax functions: network fax,   

 dual fax and Internet fax
 Optional one-path duplex document   

 processor scans up to 100 ipm
 Optional 1,000-sheet-finisher for   

 stapling and punching
 Optional scan to searchable PDF   

 solution (OCR)
 Long-life components provide   

 unprecedented efficiency and reliability

TASKALFA 3051ci
 Up to 30 pages per minute A4 in colour
 Advanced colour technology for   

 excellent quality
 Standard 3.5 GB RAM + 160 GB HDD   

 memory storage
 Wide range of media up to 300 g/m2,   

 305 x 457 mm and banner printing
 Extensive media handling and finishing  

 options (6 media types supported,   
 booklet and tri folding capability)

 Optional scan to searchable PDF   
 solution (OCR)

 Optional EFI Fiery controller
 Long-life components provide   

 unprecedented efficiency and reliability

TASKALFA 3551ci
 Up to 35 pages per minute A4 in colour
 Advanced colour technology for excellent  

 quality
 Standard 3.5 GB RAM + 160 GB HDD memory  

 storage
 Wide range of media up to 300 g/m2, 

 305 x 457 mm and banner printing
 Extensive media handling and finishing  

 options (6 media types supported, booklet  
 and tri folding capability)

 Optional scan to searchable PDF solution  
 (OCR)

 Optional EFI Fiery controller
 Long-life components provide   

 unprecedented efficiency and reliability

TASKALFA 4551ci
 Up to 45 pages per minute A4 in colour
 Advanced colour technology for excellent  

 quality
 Standard 3.5 GB RAM + 320 GB HDD memory  

 storage
 Wide range of media up to 300 g/m2, 

 305 x 457 mm and banner printing
 Extensive media handling and finishing  

 options (8 media types supported, booklet  
 and tri folding capability)

 Optional scan to searchable PDF solution  
 (OCR)

 Optional EFI Fiery controller
 Long-life components provide   

 unprecedented efficiency and reliability
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LARGE
WORK GROUPS

A3 LASER MULTIFUNCTIONAL

This high-speed TASKalfa MFP series prints, copies and scans at remarkable speeds. All these functions can easily
be accessed via the large customisable touch panel with intuitive controls. With its advanced colour technology, it
offers truly outstanding colour and image quality. The devices have a maximal paper capacity of 7,650 sheets and 
anoutput capacity of up to 4,000 sheets, ensuring that it handles the largest print runs reliably.

TASKALFA 6551ci
 Up to 65-65 A4 pages per minute in b/w and colour
 4 GB RAM + 320 GB or more HDD
 Standard network and mobile printing as well as  

 colour scanning
 Optional expandable fax functions: dual fax,  

 network fax and Internet fax
 Excellent image quality thanks to advanced colour  

 technology
 Individual paper handling options including  

 booklet and tri-folding
 Comprehensive security functions including IC card  

 reader
 Long-life components provide unprecedented  

 efficiency and reliability

TASKALFA 7551ci
 Up to 75-70 A4 pages per minute in b/w and colour
 4 GB RAM + 320 GB or more HDD
 Standard network and mobile printing as well as  

 colour scanning
 Optional expandable fax functions: dual fax,  

 network fax and Internet fax
 Excellent image quality thanks to advanced colour  

 technology
 Individual paper handling options including  

 booklet and tri-folding
 Comprehensive security functions including IC card  

 reader
 Long-life components provide unprecedented  

 efficiency and reliability

COLOUR

TASKALFA 5551ci
 Up to 50 pages per minute A4 in colour
 Advanced colour technology for excellent quality
 Standard 3.5 GB RAM + 320 GB HDD memory  

 storage
 Wide range of media up to 300 g/m2,  

 305 x 457 mm and banner printing
 Extensive media handling and finishing  

 options (8 media types supported, booklet  
 and tri folding capability)

 Optional scan to searchable PDF solution (OCR)
 Optional EFI Fiery controller
 Long-life components provide unprecedented  

 efficiency and reliability
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ORIGINAL KYOCERA TONERS – 
THE BEST CHOICE

EVERY BUSINESS WANTS TO 
SAVE MONEY, BUT SOME COST-
CUTTING MEASURES ARE 
COUNTERPRODUCTIVE, AND MAY 
CAUSE MORE HARM THAN GOOD. 
USING NON-ORIGINAL TONER 
COULD BE ONE SUCH MEASURE. 

This is why KYOCERA has spent decades developing
technologies that consistently deliver lower-running costs than 
our competitors. Toner is not a ‘one size fits all’ consumable 
and there is only one supplier who can deliver the quality, 
economy, and reliability you expected when you purchased 
your KYOCERA device. 

Once your business has taken the first step to lowering running 
costs – using KYOCERA devices – it may seem logical to go one 
step further by using non-original toner. However, the use of 
non-original toner might threaten:

 Economic and cost-saving targets
 Staff health
 Device health
 Document quality
 Procurement and administration procedures

ECONOMY AND COST-SAVING TARGETS

Your business can save money with genuine toner. Original 
KYOCERA toners are independently tested to deliver a specific 
number of pages, and you can be certain that the KYOCERA 
toner cassette you purchase will deliver the output volume you 
expect – not the case for non-original toners.

STAFF HEALTH

To satisfy the requirement of Germany’s Blue Angel eco-label 
and create a saferworking environment, KYOCERA toner must 
be free of harmful substances such as: 

 Mercury; cadmium; lead; nickel
 Chromium VI compounds
 Dyes that might release carcinogenic particles

DEVICE HEALTH

The long-life design of KYOCERA devices is fundamentally
different to other laser products. The durable components in
our ECOSYS and TASKalfa multifunctionals are designed to
operate in conjunction with original KYOCERA toner.

DOCUMENT QUALITY

The high image quality for which KYOCERA devices are famous 
is linked to the tiny size and accurate shape of the individual 
toner particles in an original KYOCERA toner cassette.  
Non-original toner particles may be too large or poorly shaped 
to deliver the same quality.

PROCUREMENT AND ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES

KYOCERA has developed a sophisticated manufacturing and 
logistics infrastructure that ensures the precise toner you need 
is available when and where you need it.

WHEN IS IT LEGAL?

It is perfectly legal to manufacture and sell non-original
toners. However, purchasers should be aware that none of the
assurances made about the quality, economy and reliability of
KYOCERA devices can be guaranteed when a non-original toner
is used.

WHEN IS IT ILLEGAL?

Whereas a non-original toner is legal, it is illegal for any
organisation to manufacture or sell toners that purports to be
manufactured by KYOCERA but is not.

IDENTIFYING NON-ORIGINAL TONERS

A non-original toner is manufactured and packaged to look like
an original KYOCERA toner. Many purchasers are unaware
that they have been supplied with this toner and may remain
unaware until quality, economy or reliability problems occur. An
original KYOCERA toner has the KYOCERA logo printed on the
packaging and moulded into the toner cassette. Additionally,
the toner cassette has a holographic ‘genuine toner 
identification label’ as well. Furthermore, the latest KYOCERA 
toners are provided with an RFID chip that allows the device to 
recognise if original KYOCERA toner is used or not.
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WARRANTY – NO LIMITATIONS FOR AUTHENTICITY

Ultimately, it is a customer’s decision whether to use a 
KYOCERA original toner or a third-party toner. However, 
technical defects or other technical problems caused by 
using non-original toner will not be covered by the KYOCERA 
Manufacturer’s Warranty. Only use original KYOCERA toners so 
that there are no limitations to your guarantee. 

A LONG-TERM COMMITMENT

ECOSYS printers offer a uniform platform for maximum 
flexibility and expandability. By choosing KYOCERA, you are 
not only choosing unrivalled low printing costs, you are also 
helping to preserve our environment. Choosing KYOCERA can 
mean producing up to 85% less electronic waste during the life 
of the printer thanks to ECOSYS technology.

PRESERVING RESOURCES BY AVOIDING WASTE

KYOCERA devices produce significantly less waste because,
unlike other makes, the ECOSYS concept does not involve the
replacement of the photoconductor drum and developer unit
when the toner runs out. For example: an average competitor’s
toner container includes 60 separately manufactured
components, while an original KYOCERA toner cassette
includes four.

EASY ADMINISTRATION AND ECOLOGICAL WASTE DISPOSAL

Using original KYOCERA toner can substantially reduce the 
administrative effort and cost associated with disposing of 
empty toner cassettes. In most European countries KYOCERA 

has established a toner return program. The service is free of 
charge – just order a collection box for empty KYOCERA toner 
cassettes. Contact our service provider for an immediate pick-
up and replacement with an empty one.

CERTIFIED DOCUMENT FIDELITY

By using KYOCERA devices with original KYOCERA toner, you 
ensure the authenticity of your documents, contracts and 
letters. The paper technology foundation and German Federal 
Institute for Materials Research and Testing have both certified 
most KYOCERA devices using KYOCERA original toner as being 
suitable for the printing of notarised documents.

PROTECTING YOUR HEALTH

Most of the KYOCERA ECOSYS devices are rewarded with the
Blue Angel eco-label, one of the most famous environmental
labels in the world. To earn the Blue Angel eco-label, KYOCERA
toners may not contain substances that are classified according
to the ordinance on hazardous substances.

By keeping these regulations, the Blue Angel award gives you
the peace of mind that the following dangers are excluded:

 Possible risk of impaired fertility
 Possible risk of harm to the unborn child
 Possible risk of irreversible effects
 Possible risk of cancer (caused by inhalation)

KYOCERA MDS – CONVENIENT SERVICE AND SUPPORT

KYOCERA Managed Document Services (KYOCERA MDS)
provides professional services in combination with an
integrated range of printers, MFPs and software applications
to optimise document workflow, reduce the total cost of
ownership and improve environmental sustainability. By
making use of KYOCERA’s MDS, you can rest assured that you
are always getting original high-quality consumables at the
right time.
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CONSULTANCY SERVICES

KYOCERA’s Consultancy Services are offered to analyse the customer’s current 
situation and requirements regarding the output devices and related document 
workflows and business processes. The goal is to design, based on factual 
information, an optimised, tailored and sustainable solution matching the 
customer’s needs. Consultancy services must balance elements like TCO, document 
workflows, business processes, security, print policies, environmental sustainability, 
user profiles, utilisation, measurement and reporting on on-going management.

CUSTOMISATION SERVICES

KYOCERA’s Customisation Services are Professional Services with the scope of
modifying standard products or developing new software with the final goal of 
fulfilling customer’s needs.

IMPLEMENTATION & TRAINING SERVICES

This category describes Professional Services that focuses, on the one hand, on 
delivery and implementation of the structures and processes related to a document 
environment (hardware, software) which was agreed with the customer. Additionally, 
it focuses on the required knowledge transfer to the customer with the objective 
of enabling the customer to use, manage, and operate their new document 
environment as intended.

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR SERVICES

These services have the scope of providing preventive or reactive hardware- and 
software related actions on a product or service (onsite or remote) with the purpose 
of securing the desired product functionality or fixing product interruptions, as well 
as restoring them within the agreed performance commitments (SLA´s).

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

From a sustainability perspective, KYOCERA MDS offers effective ways to cut energy
consumption and reduce an organisation’s environmental impact, the ability 
to easily digitise documents and automate paper-based workflows. KYOCERA’s 
Environmental Services are not only good for the planet: they also make good 
business sense and help companies to reduce their costs.

PARTNERING SERVICES

A service category with the scope of improving the partnership conditions between 
the customer and KYOCERA by offering value-added services along all MDS phases.

SERVICES
PORTFOLIO
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NSi AutoStore  
Transform the KYOCERA MFP touchscreen control panel into a feature-rich interface – enabling
users to capture, process and route their hard copy documents. E�ectively clean up digitised 

destination with ease.

 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓
PanelPlus 
Customise the scanning and copying features on the MFP control panel by creating preset 
one-touch buttons to maximise document imaging and reduce errors.  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓
PinPoint Scan 

  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓
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44

8

Teaching Assistant 
Streamline the task of creating, printing, grading and analysing multiple-choice tests using bubble 
sheet forms – allowing educators to concentrate on teaching and lesson plan development.  ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓
Smart Fax  
SmartFax allows users to send and receive faxes through a cloud server, which enables us to
eliminate analogue telephone lines and reduce a company’s overall costs.  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

 ✓
Smart Scan  
SmartScan simpli�es and accelerates the changing of �le formats, page sizes, resolution, duplex
or simplex and other scan settings. It permits users to scan to a shared folder, or an e-mail they 
either select from an address book or enter on the touchscreen.

 ✓  ✓

 

CAPTURE & DISTRIBUTION
TRANSFORM HARD COPY DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION AND STORAGE INTO A SIMPLIFIED, 
DIGITAL WORKFLOW.

ScannerVision
With KYOCERA ScannerVision you will have the ability to capture documents, digitise a document, 
or taking a digital document and distribute it with an automated process. Our phased approach 
for capture and distribution allows for e�cient scan and store, automated indexing, Data 
Extraction, OCR, Barcode recognition and many more of a documents.

✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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AirPrint  
Take advantage of driverless printing from iOS and OS X products to select KYOCERA devices. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Cortado 

anywhere document requirements. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
EFI PrintMe 
Increase workplace productivity with Apple mobile device direct printing from a KYOCERA  
Fiery-enabled MFP. ✓
KYOCERA Cloud Connect 
Connect users to their Evernote or Google Drive cloud storage directly from a KYOCERA MFP 
touchscreen for anytime/anywhere document scanning and printing. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
KYOCERA Mobile Print 

application for Apple and Android smartphone and tablet devices. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

MOBILE & CLOUD
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF PRINTING AND SCANNING CAPABILITIES ON THE GO FROM 
TODAY’S MOBILE AND CLOUD TECHNOLOGY.
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Card Authentication Kit

Card Authentication 
Enable administrators to improve device security and track usage for reporting purposes utilising 

KYOCERA MyQ
MyQ is a server-based application that streamlines and secures your document management. 
The document can then be printed from any free device. This helps reduce printing queues and 
increases the overall security of documents.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Colour Control 
Manage budgets by limiting color usage of KYOCERA color MFPs with PIN codes and the creation  
of a “Public Access” button, eliminating the need for a passcode in black and white mode. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SmartPrint

businesses. This cross-platform solution facilitates accounting, secure and mobile print release, 
print archiving, and mobile print capabilities.

✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓

 

COST CONTROL & SECURITY
MANAGE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH YOUR MFP WHILE PROTECTING YOUR COMPANY ASSETS.

Equitrac  

services and legal markets with Nuance Equitrac. Nuance’s solutions are mission-critical to all 

security and promote environmental sustainability.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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✓ ✓

✓ ✓ 

RF IDeas 
Blend the need for security and convenience by utilising the existing employee ID badge for 

paper and toner costs, and adding an additional layer of security. 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Print&Follow 
Print&Follow SE stores all print jobs on a central MFP server that all devices can access. You can 
log in at any free device in your o�ce to print your documents, thereby avoiding print queues and 
increasing the security of your data.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Cortado Personal Printing Client 
KYOCERA’s ‘Personal Printing Client’ for HyPAS devices allows users to connect directly from the 
device panel to Cortado’s Personal Printing Essentials utility . By entering a PIN or using an RFID 
card reader the authorised users can now print their documents con�dentially in corporate networks.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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COST CONTROL & SECURITY
MANAGE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH YOUR MFP WHILE PROTECTING YOUR COMPANY ASSETS.
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Command Center RX 
Enable users to view toner levels, paper availability and device status by entering the device’s IP 
address into their Web browser. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
KX Driver 
A single interface print driver, regardless of PDL, designed to simplify the use of all print features 
such as page orientation, duplexing, number of copies and private print capability. Enhances 
security and user control of their printed output.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
KYOCENTRAL  

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

KYOCERA Net Viewer
Comprehensive network management tool allowing  administrators to monitor, maintain and 
update all output devices locally and remotely. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SAP Device Types
Complete integration with SAP applications allows users to fully optimise KYOCERA MFPs and 
printer feature sets. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

FLEET MANAGEMENT
OPTIMISE, TRACK AND MANAGE NETWORK DEVICES FROM LOCAL AND REMOTE LOCATIONS.

KYOCERA’s web based, vendor neutral Fleet Management Solution enables the proactive monitoring and 
management of devices,advanced reporting and service alerts giving you the ability to enforce high 
availability of devices and near Zero downtime. KYOCERA’s Fleet Management solution allows you to 
analyse fleet data such as meter readings , consumable levels, Device information and many more to 
assist in fleet utilisation and optimisation.
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OUTPUT MANAGEMENT
PRINT YOUR BUSINESS DOCUMENTS AND DYNAMIC FORMS FROM VIRTUALLY ANY ENVIRONMENT.
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EFI Fiery  
Integrated digital printing solutions, including scalable servers, controllers and RIPS, increase 
productivity and provide outstanding color and image quality. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓
KYOeasyprint 
KYOeasyprint simpli�es all routine document output workflows. Designed for small to medium-sized
businesses, this so ware will increase productivity by turning even the most complex printing 
routines into a one-click operation.

✓ ✓
PRESCRIBE Logo Mark 21 January 2002

No.0005

 B-70%
 (Gray)

C-100%
M-100%

M-100%
Y-100%

M-40%
Y-100%

KYOCERA OFFICIAL LOGO

Should be painted
solid instead of 
gradation in the case 
of monochrome display.

Black and white displays can be reversed to produce negative image.
For color displays, if the background color is dark, the pen image can be
reversed to white, but the gradation must be shown and the pen point (nib)
must remain gold.

1. Color modification of individual elements within the logo cannot be made. 
2. The ratio of vertical and horizontal cannot be changed.
3. Use the capital letter for indication of the "PRESCRIBE". ("Prescribe", "prescribe")
4. Any parts or words on the logo cannot be added or eliminated toward the logo.

Standard colour

The following four colors should be used in the case of a mono-color display.
However, if there is a restriction imposed on the catalogue color or it is printed in a different mono-color
to the ones shown below, then the color of the logo can be changed to fit. 

Other remarks

(Colour) (Monochrome)

PRESCRIBE 
Create, store and print frequently used forms directly from a KYOCERA MFP, saving on business 
resources such as network bandwidth, storage space, cost of letterhead or form printing, and costs 
associated with inventory management.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

QuickPrint  
QuickPrint o�ers a server-based solution for the management and printing of forms, templates, and 
other prefabricated predesigned documents. QuickPrint provides a solution by o�ering immediate 
access to documents from the MFP panel for direct printing

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
PCL Barcode Flash
KYOCERA PCL Barcode Flash 3.0 expands the proven PRESCRIBE barcode printing capabilities of 
KYOCERA devices with an extensive set of additional PCL-based barcodes. PCL Barcode Flash contains 
45 one-dimensional and two-dimensional fonts, PDF 417 and Maxicode.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
PCL Barcode Flash
KYOmulticode 1.0 expands your printing options even further, adding a variety of fonts for your global 
business. KYOmulticode 1.0 enhances your printing options by adding barcode features and Unicode 
multi-byte font capabilities, meeting the requirements of your global business.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Teaching Assistant
Streamline the task of creating, printing, grading and analysing multiple-choice tests using bubble 
sheet forms – allowing educators to concentrate on teaching and lesson plan development. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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SmartVault

Laserfiche

 

SMARTVAULT provides convenient, secure access to documents stored centrally. Documents
are easily searchable on index or content. A full history (audit trail) is maintained on all document 
activity. A flexible and powerful permissions structure provides a highly secure environment for 
all documents. Documents can be automatically imported via fax, email or MS O ce.

 ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓

 ✓

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
EASILY CAPTURE, STORE, SHARE AND RETRIEVE YOUR DOCUMENTS.

DISBURSEMENT RECOVERY

Looking to automate and optimise business process and meet strict security and compliance 
standards? Spending countless time on searching and retrieving documents? With Kyocera¹s 
Intelligent Document Management Solutions we enable the automation and optimisation of 
business processes into workflows. 

Our solution meets the highest of standards for corporate governance, audit requirements, security 
and also enables e�ortless search and retrieval of documents. KYOCERA’s Intelligent Document 
Management Solution also provides the ability for private onsite and o�site cloud solutions.

Softlog
Manual Scan, Copy, Print, Email and Telephone Disbursement Recovery is a time consuming 
process and cost tend to go by the waste side. With an automated Disbursement recovery solution, 
such costs get allocated directly to a matter and all cost can be recovered.

KYOCERA’s Disbursement Recovery solution integrates with your current Practise Management 
Solution enabling the automated cost allocation of disbursement cost. Increase your �rms 
Disbursement Revenue today with advanced reporting, cost recovery and cost allocation solution 
that meets strict compliance and audit requirements.

✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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OUTPUT MANAGEMENT

DISBURSEMENT RECOVERY

FLEET MANAGEMENT

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

SECURITY

COST CONTROL

MOBILE & CLOUD

CAPTURE & DISTRIBUTE

THE KEY 
TO KYOCERA
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ASSOCIATE SPONSOR

www.wegotyourbacks.co.za or www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

KYOCERA Document Solutions South Africa Pty Ltd
90 Bekker Road

Hertford Office Park
Vorna Valley

Midrand 

Tel: +27 (11) 595 2600  
Toll-free: 0800 6000 79 

E-mail: info@dza.kyocera.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT 
THIS NEW ECOSYS RANGE PLEASE VISIT:


